Microstructured metallic devices will play a vital role in the continuing search to manipulate the passage of electromagnetic radiation relevant to optical, microwave, and communication technologies. Here, we investigate the electromagnetic response of a completely novel and ultrathin ( wavelength) structure within which is buried a metal-clad waveguiding layer (''core'') of subwavelength width. By removing metal from the core cladding to form a periodic array of slits, radiation is coupled into a standing wave within the layer and the structure resonantly absorbs or transmits radiation of wavelength more than 100 times its thickness. Additionally, such structures display the truly remarkable capability of compressing half of the standing-wave wavelength into a fraction of the expected distance.
The discovery that metals perforated with arrays of subwavelength apertures can transmit more radiation than impinges directly upon the voids [1] has sparked a wealth of work to understand the underlying physics and develop potential applications (for example, Refs. [2 -14] ). Studies of the aforementioned transmission phenomena have thus far been restricted to single layer structures. Here we explore the electromagnetic response of structures formed from a closely spaced pair of parallel metal layers, at least one of which is perforated with an array of slits of subwavelength width.
While the intriguing observations of Ebbesen et al. [1] were obtained using metal films perforated with twodimensional arrays of cylindrical holes, many subsequent studies have instead addressed the problem of onedimensional arrays of slits. Multiple diffraction is commonly regarded to be responsible for the ''anomalous'' results observed from both hole and slit arrays; importantly, however, the means by which the mechanism is resonantly enhanced differs [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For example, the transmission channel through relatively thin metal films relies on the evanescent mode within the apertures, and the surface plasmon polariton [15] which propagates on the faces of the array plays an important role [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 12, 13] . However, according to classical waveguide theory [16] , narrow slits (but not holes) are able to support TEM waveguide modes that have no cutoff in frequency. An open-ended slit of length L will support a series of Fabry-Perot-like standing-wave modes associated with the impedance mismatch of the entrance and exit apertures. Resonance of these modes thereby provides a strong enhancement to the multiple diffraction mechanism that is not available to hole arrays [3, 4, 8, 11] . Peaks in the transmission spectra are therefore exhibited according to the equation f N Nc=2nL; (1) where f N is the resonant frequency on the Nth order Fabry-Perot mode, c is the vacuum speed of light, and n is the refractive index of the dielectric filling the cavity. Consider a sample in the form of two thin metallic layers of high conductivity (to maintain opaqueness to radiation) and forming a regular array of long, narrow, and parallel slots all the way though one or both of the layers [ Fig. 1(a) ]. It will be shown here that radiation incident upon one of the metal faces, and polarized with a component of its electric vector orthogonal to the slits, will couple through the gaps, and excite a standing-wave mode within the metal-clad core. Hence, the resonant frequencies of the modes supported by these extremely thin devices (of thickness 0 =100) are quantized by the pitch of the slot array.
Samples are made using standard ''print and etch'' techniques [17] from printed circuit boards (PCB) of area approximately 500 mm 500 mm with an epoxy glass-cloth laminated core (FR4) of thickness, t c 356 m bounded by 18 m t m of copper cladding. Initially studies are performed on a structure that has slots etched into only one face of the PCB [ Fig. 1(a) ], with a pitch of 10 mm ( g ) and slit widths of approximately 0.3 mm (w s ). A planar microwave beam of frequency 5 f 16 GHz is incident upon the sample at a fixed polar angle ( ). The chosen pitch of the slits dictates that no propagating diffracted orders emerge from the structure within the studied frequency range for < 60 . Figure 1 (b) illustrates the frequency-dependent response for 11 with the sample orientated so that the slits are parallel, and the electric vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence (' 90 , s polarized). The minimum at approximately 7 GHz is due to absorption of energy on resonance of a standing wave within the core. Equation (1) provides an estimation of the frequency of this mode with the length of the core, L substituted for the pitch, g 10 mm; and also setting N 1 and nFR4 2:05 [18] . Excitation of this mode in the dielectric layer would be expected to correspond to high electric fields, of opposite sign, underneath adjacent slits with one nodal plane midway between the slits. Hence, with s-polarized radiation incident at any , and ' 90 , no reflectivity minimum should be observed since the phase of the incident electric field at every slit is identical. Similarly, one expects strong coupling to the N 2 mode as this should require identical electromagnetic phase at each slit. However, the experimental results shown in Fig. 1(b) tell a very different story. We investigate the coupling conditions and electromagnetic field solutions by comparing the predictions from a finite element method (FEM) [19] model to our experimental observations, and it transpires that they are dramatically different from those naively anticipated.
The solid lines on the graphs of Fig. 1 are the predictions from the FEM model, where the slit width, pitch, and permittivity of the core have been used as fitting parameters, and the values used for the core and copper thickness are as specified by the PCB manufacturer ( t c 0:356 mm and t m 0:018 mm, respectively). The best fits are achieved with pitch, g 10:030 mm and slit width, w s 0:350 mm, which agree with the values measured from the device using a traveling microscope ( g 10:03 0:03 mm and w s 0:35 0:01 mm). In addition, the fitted value of the core permittivity (FR4), " 4:17 0:07i, accords well with that determined by others [18] . Using these parameters, the electric field solution is calculated on resonance of the N 1 standingwave mode at 7.0 GHz, and is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Surprisingly, a region of zero field strength is exhibited on the lower copper layer directly beneath the slit. This is because the incident electric field induces charges of opposite sign in the metal on either side of the slit width, hence requiring the phase of the standing-wave field within the core to be completely reversed ( phase change) as the width of the slit is traversed [Figs. 2(b)  and 2(c)] . Hence, the truly remarkable aspect of this structure is that, while half of the standing wave is sustained within the region of the core bounded by the continuous region of the copper layers, the remaining half of the cycle, corresponding to another 10 mm, is compressed Fig. 1(e) ]. White regions represent field magnitude enhancements of at least 20 times.
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into a length of the order of the slit width (0:5 mm). Note that this half-wave compression is so strong that it does not significantly perturb the quantization condition giving the mode frequencies.
As a consequence of this addition of radians of phase to the standing-wave solution, and contrary to expectations, coupling to the N 1 mode is permitted at normal incidence. Similarly, the compression of half the standing wave into almost zero distance changes the coupling condition of the N 2 mode so as to require opposite phases at adjacent slits. Hence, with s polarization, no reflectivity minimum is observed at 14 GHz. However, with p-polarized radiation incident and the slits orientated so that they lie perpendicular to the plane of incidence (' 0 ), any deviation away from 0 creates a phase shift along the surface and coupling to the even N harmonics becomes possible [ Figs. 1(c) -1(e) ].
To further unravel this phenomenon, the transmission spectra of two further structures (d 0 mm and d 5 mm) were studied, but now with slits in both upper and lower metal surfaces. Microwave radiation of frequency 5 f 30 GHz is incident normally upon each sample ( 0 ), orientated so that the slit direction is perpendicular to the electric field vector. The experimentally detected transmissivities are shown in Fig. 3 In agreement with our results discussed above, the permittivity of the core which gives the best comparison is " 4:17 0:07i.
Interestingly, on resonance of the N 1 mode (f 7:2 GHz) of the d 0 mm structure, the electric field at the upper slit is completely out of phase with that at the lower aperture and there is a region of zero electric field approximately at the slit center at the midheight of the core [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) ]. The phase change of the standing waves measured over the region bounded by continuous metal is N, with an additional radians across the slit width. Therefore only coupling to the odd N harmonics is possible at normal incidence. However, with Þ 0 ,   FIG. 3 . Experimental frequency-dependent transmissivity data from (a) a structure whose slits on either side of the core are directly opposite each other (d 0 mm), and (b) a structure with d g =2 5 mm. Also shown are the numerically modeled results. Radiation is normally incident ( 0 ) and detected, and the sample is orientated so that the slit direction is perpendicular to the electric field vector. the phase change of the incident field along the surface enables even harmonics to be excited. Now consider the structure with the lower slits displaced in the y direction by d g =2 5 mm. This separation of the upper and lower slits means that the addition of radians of phase occurs twice -at both the upper and lower slits. Hence, coupling to the even N modes is now possible at all angles of incidence, e.g., N 2 [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) ]. What about the odd N harmonics? For resonant transmission to occur, regions of high electric field intensity must exist directly below the slits in the illuminated surface and above the slits in the lower metal layer. Clearly, these two conditions cannot both be satisfied for odd N harmonics. Perhaps one would therefore expect it to absorb radiation on resonance of the odd N modes, corresponding to regions of high electric field underneath the illuminated slits and high magnetic field (and low electric field) above the lower slits? However, the break in the lower metal surface positioned midway between the upper slits forbids this solution for any angle of incidence. It blocks surface currents, preventing the required region of high magnetic field.
The increase in off-resonance transmissivity through the symmetric structure with decreasing frequency is another intriguing phenomenon [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The structure is acting similar to a low-pass frequency selective surface [20] where the excitation of the standing-wave resonances perturbs the response that would otherwise be expected. Additionally, there is a frequency just above each mode at which the intensity falls to zero. The reason for this is simple. As previously discussed, on resonance of a standing wave within the core, there exists a region of zero field intensity between the slits, approximately at the midheight of the core. As the frequency is increased, this node moves towards the lower slit, until it is located at the lower aperture. At this point, the magnitude of the transmitted signal is zero. Further increase in frequency results in strengthening fields at the lower slit, which are now in phase with those at the upper slit, and a transmitted signal.
In conclusion, we have presented an experimental and modeling study of the electromagnetic response of a series of ultrathin, metal-clad waveguiding structures, formed by simply removing metal from the cladding, giving a periodic array of subwavelength slits. Astonishingly, these devices are able to resonantly absorb or transmit radiation of wavelength some 100 times greater than their thickness via coupling of energy into a standing wave within a common core. In addition, we have revealed their ability to compress the phase of the standing wave directly beneath the slit, effectively squeezing millimeters into microns. All these features make such structures excellent candidates for ultrathin absorbers, radiators, and filters. In addition, the remarkable phase compression will have direct consequences for future electromagnetic technologies.
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